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County of Yakima, Washington

Office of the Hearing Examiner

In the Matter of the Appeal by ) Yakima County File No. APL16-OO1
)

Alan and Brooke Ashby )
) HEARING EXAMINER DECISION

Of the Subdivision Administrator’s )
Decision for Short Subdivision )
SUB2O15-00058 )

__________________________________________________________________

)

I. INTRODUCTION.

This appeal arises from the Ashbys’ objection to a condition imposed by the Yakima

County Subdivision Administrator in his decision to approve the Ashbys’ application for a 4-lot

short subdivision of their property on Oakwood Lane north of the Selah city limits. This is the

second appeal by the Ashbys of conditions imposed by the Subdivision Administrator in

approving an application for a subdivision of their property. The first appeal (County File No.

APL2O12-00009) concerned several conditions in the Subdivision Administrator’s decision on

Short Subdivision Application SUB2O 12-00061.

One of the issues in that appeal was “whether and to what extent the Ashbys may be

given relief from a requirement to widen the existing paved area or that portion of Oakwood

Lane that would serve the lots in the proposed subdivision.” The Ashby’s had sought to leave in

place the existing 24-foot wide paved road, rather than increasing the paved width to 30 feet as

required by the County road standards. The appeal was denied in that respect on the basis that

the Ashbys had not requested any relief from access road standards in their application materials,

and they had not shown by a preponderance of the evidence that roadway standards should be

adjusted due to the existence of special conditions causing them special hardship from

enforcement of the standards.

In the current proceeding, the Ashbys appeal Condition 8 in the Subdivision

Administrator’s decision on their application to amend the 2012 short subdivision. The

application for the amendment is designated SUB2O1 5-00058. Condition 8 retains the

requirement for a 30-foot paved road width that was included in the SUB2OI2-0006l approval,

but only from North Wenas Road to a point 10 feet to the west of an existing power pole. In



addition, the condition requires the removal of all paving within 10 feet of the power pole and

supporting guy wires, together with the acquisition by the Ashbys of additional easement width

to the south of the current easement.

An open record hearing on the current appeal (APL2O16-00001) was convened on May 5,

2016. Prior to the hearing, Public Services Department planning staff prepared a staff report

addressing the appeal and provided the report and a set of exhibits to the Hearing Examiner and

the Ashbys. At the hearing, the Ashbys appeared on their own behalf, and Public Services was

represented by Noelle Madera. The Ashbys provided additional exhibits at the hearing. County

transportation services engineer Kent McHenry provided testimony regarding county road

standards. The hearing record was kept open until close of business on May 12, 2016, to allow

the Ashbys and county planning and engineering staff to exchange and review information

concerning the basis for density calculations bearing on road design requirements and a proposed

alternative design to the North Wenas Road approach offered by the Ashbys’ surveyor, Thomas

Upton. Both the Ashbys and county planning staff timely supplemented the record through email

submissions, which correspondences were assigned hearing exhibit numbers. The Hearing

Examiner viewed the site on May 20, 2016.

II. FINDINGS

1. The following findings are based on Attachment 3 to the Staff Report.

a. Alan and Brooke Ashby (“the Ashbys”) own a 10.91-acre parcel located on

Oakwood Lane, a privately maintained road intersecting with North Wenas Road approximately

1.9 miles north of Selah, Washington. The Yakima County Assessor’s parcel number for the

property is 18 1413-34002.

b. Until 2003, the Ashbys used a gravel road to gain access to the parcel.

c. The Ashbys, together with neighboring property owners Robert and Mary

Quesnell, Opal Gray and Mathew and Candace Thompson, entered into and recorded an

easement agreement in 2003 by which a 20-foot wide easement along the north boundary of the

Ashbys’ parcel and the Quesnells’ parcel immediately to the east was created for “road purposes”

to serve both parcels, as well as properties to the north owned by Opal Gray and Mathew and

Candace Thompson (“Gray! Thompson”). The agreement was based on the desire of all the

signatories to benefit their respective properties. Mr. Ashby also recognized that the grant of the

easement would be useful to facilitate subdivision plans for the Gray!Thompson property. The
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agreement provided that the costs of care, maintenance and repair of the road would be borne by

certain lots within Gray/Thompson properties until such time as the Ashbys or Quesnells

subdivided or sold their property, at which time the costs would be allocated in a manner

specified in the agreement among the Gray/Thompson properties and such Ashby and Quesnell

properties that were sold or subdivided. The easement agreement was recorded on Jan 28, 2003..

d. Subdivision of the Gray/Thompson property was initiated in 1999 and assigned a

County file number of SUB99-163. The 1999 plat includes the dedication of a 30-foot public

non-exclusive access easement along the southern boundary of Lots 1, 2 and 3 of that

subdivision. The plat also shows the dedication of a 20-foot non-exclusive public easement on

the Ashby and Quesnell properties immediately to the south of the 30-foot easement. This

easement appears to align with a portion of the easement created by the

Ashby/QuesnelllGray/Thompson agreement. However, the plat made no express reference to the

Ashby/QuesnelllGray/Thompson agreement. The plat was approved on January 27, 2003 and

recorded January 28, 2003.

e. Lot 4 in SUB99- 163 was further subdivided into four lots by a subsequent short

subdivision, SUB1O-003, recorded June 9, 2010. This subdivision extended the 30-foot access

easement from its west end to provide access to the three northern-most lots. The route of the

additional easement established by SUB 10-003 does not currently align with the terminus of any

other public or private roads. The easement ends in a turn-around that also serves as the

driveway approach to Lots I and 2 in SUB 10-003. This plat does not show the 20-foot easement

across the northern boundary of the Ashby and Quesnell properties, but does show that six lots

are served by the 30-foot access easement. At the time the subdivision was approved, the County

required that the paving on the access road be 24 feet in width. The actual installed width of the

current access road is 24 feet, except that it is reduced to 22 feet 6 inches, more or less, where

necessary to avoid an existing power pole near the intersection of Oakwood Lane with North

Wenas Road. The paving is located generally on that portion of the dedicated easements that

cross the Ashby and Quesnell property, which was the alignment of the original gravel driveway

for the Ashbys.

f. County records show that a total of 8 lots are now served by Oakwood Lane.

g. The widening of the road required by SUB 10-003 required the re-grading of at

least one of the driveways serving the lots immediately to the north of the easement dedicated by
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SUB99-163 because of the topography of the land the access road crosses. In particular, the

grading affected the driveway to the residence at 51 Oakwood Lane, owned by Chris Smith.

h. The Ashbys submitted their initial preliminary short subdivision application,

assigned County file number SIJB12-061, on May 21, 2012.

i. The Yakima County Subdivision Administrator conditionally approved the

Ashbys’ application on December 14, 2012. Among other conditions, the Subdivision

Administrator required in Condition 8 that the applicant provide a minimum 50 ft. wide right-of-

way, or public, non-exclusive access easement from North Wenas Road to Lot 4, with a 30-foot

wide paved private access road. The condition acknowledged that, as a condition of SUB1O-003,

the then-existing access road had been improved to a 24-foot wide paved surface. The decision

allowed that existing improvements may be counted toward the 30-foot paved road requirement.

j. Improvement to Oakwood Lane to a 30-foot width paved surface within the

combined 50-foot dedicated right of way would require grading of the north shoulder of the road

to comply with design standards identified in the Subdivision Administrator’s 2012 decision. The

grading would also affect the existing driveway approach to Oakwood Lane from a lot owned by

Chris and Wendy Smith. In addition, the functionality of the road would be impaired if the

power pole on the north boundary of the dedicated easement is left in place, since the pole and

associated guy cables are within two feet, more or less, of the edge of the existing paving. Both

the additional grading and the relocation of the power pole have implications for the cost of

finalizing SUB 12-061.

k. Following the Subdivision Administrator’s decision on SUB12-061, the Ashbys

appealed the condition requiring a 30-foot paved access road. The appeal was denied.

2. The 2003 Easement Agreement between Ashbys and neighboring property owners

provides that the paved road that was the subject of the agreement would not be developed to a

higher standard without approval of the majority of the lot owners, but that any lot owner could

upgrade the road at its own expense. [Staff Report Attachment 5].

3. The SUBIO-003 short subdivision was developed without substantial additional

improvement to the 30-foot access easement (established by the SUB99- 163) to the north of the

power pole except for driveway connections to the existing paved road. [Testimony of Alan

Ashbyj[Staff Report Attachments 12 and 13].
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4. The Subdivision Administrator’s decision in SUB12-00061 found that no more

than 11 lots could be served by Oakwood Lane within the 10-year period following that

application due to zoning limitations based on YCC 15.25.030. [Staff Report Attachment 2]

5. At some time following the denial of the Ashbys’ 2012 appeal, the owner of the

property to the east of the Ashbys’ parcel planted a row of trees immediately adjacent and

parallel to the south edge of existing paved portion of Oakwood Lane. [Hearing Exhibit

1 1][Testimony of Alan Ashby].

6. The Ashbys, through surveyor Thomas Upton, applied on September 23, 2015 for

review of a preliminary short subdivision that essentially modifies preliminary short subdivision

SUB12-061, and seeks an adjustment to road standards to allow the existing 24-foot wide

Oakwood Lane to be used as access to their subdivision. (Application SUB 15-00058). The new

application also adjusts the acreage of the four lots that would be created by the subdivision. The

Subdivision Administrator approved the application subject to various conditions, including

Condition 8, which provides

The access will be require to be paved, 30 feet in width from the edge of the
roadway (N. Wenas Road) to ten feet . . . [west] of the power pole and all
associated wires... .Additionally, the improvements shall be ten feet away from
the power pole and all associated wires. Any pavement within ten feet of the
power pole and wires shall be removed. Because the access will need to be
widened south of the power pole, the applicant will need to obtain an additional
access easement for the expanded portion of the roadway.

Condition 9 allows the use of the existing 24-foot wide road to the west beyond the power pole

from the point identified in Condition 8. [Staff Report Attachment 1].

7. Condition 8 was based on County Road Department comments noting that the

standard width for road access to the county road system was 30 feet, and that the lesser width

sought by the Ashbys was inadequate to accommodate 10 lots served by Oakwood Lane. County

Transportation Division comments also indicated that, based on the Institute of Transportation

Engineers trip generation manual, total trips generated by residential development of all the lots

potentially served by Oakwood Lane would be 138 trips per day. Based on American

Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (“AASHTO”) guidelines, County

planning staff determined that the appropriate width for an access road serving a development

density of 2.1 to 6.0 dwellings per acre was 28 to 34 feet in width. [Staff Report].
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8. The development density of the properties served by Oakwood Lane for 11 lots is

0.35 dwellings per acre. Under AASHTO guidelines, the range of customary road widths for

access roads serving such low density development is 20 feet to 28 feet. The lower end of the

range is based on the assumption that the road would not be used for parking at any significant

frequency. [Hearing Exhibit 15]

9. The power pole adjacent to Oakwood Lane is not within the county right of way

for North Wenas Road. The power pole is also the property of Pacific Power. [Staff Report

Attachments 1 and 7].

10. None of the past subdivision decisions affecting the properties served by

Oakwood Lane have required removal of the asphalt paving within 10 feet of the power pole and

guy wire anchors. [Testimony of Noelle Madera].

11. Yakima County is not responsible for maintenance of Oakwood Lane until such

time as it is improved to public road standards and accepted into the county road system. [Staff

Report Attachment 2].

12. The Ashbys timely filed an appeal of the Subdivision Administrator’s decision in

SUB15-00058 on February 19, 2016. [Hearing Exhibit 2].

III. ANALYSIS.

A. JURISDICTION AND PROCESS

Table 3-2 in YCC 16B.03.040 provides that a short subdivision is classified as a Type 2

project permit. The Ashbys filed a timely appeal of the Subdivision Administrator’s Type 2

decision in SUB 15-00058. Open record appeals on Type 2 project permits and environmental

determinations (SEPA) are heard by the Hearing Examiner. Open record appeals are conducted

in accordance with Sections 16B.08.030 — 16B.08.060 and 16B.09.045 of the YCC for open

record public hearings and the adopted rules and procedures of the Hearing Examiner. New

evidence or testimony may be given or received at this public hearing. YCC 16B.09.040(l).

B. ISSUES ON APPEAL

The principal question on appeal is whether and to what extent the Ashbys may be given

relief from the requirements included in Condition 8 in the Subdivision Administrator’s decision

in SUBI 5-00058. Resolution of this question requires consideration of whether such relief is

authorized pursuant to YCC 14.52.080(2) which was in effect at the time a complete application

had been received in SUBI 5-0005 8. This further requires a determination of whether (1) an
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exception and/or adjustment to access road standards will not be contrary to the public interest,

and (2) a literal enforcement of the access road standards will work a special hardship upon an

individual “owing to special conditions.”

C. STANDARD OF REVIEW.

The Hearing Examiner is charged with issuing a decision to grant, grant with

modifications, or deny the appeal in accordance with YCC 16B.08.050 for open record appeals.

The Hearing Examiner shall accord substantial weight to the decision of the applicable

Administrative Official. If the challenged decision is supported by substantial evidence in the

record and is a correct application of the law, then the decision shall be upheld. If the challenged

decision is not supported by substantial evidence, then the decision shall be reversed or

remanded. If the challenged decision is an incorrect application of the law, then the decision

shall be reversed or remanded. YCC 16B.09.070. Conversely, open record appeals hearings

allow for the development of a factual record to correct factual errors, if any, in the underlying

decision, and to correct errors in applying law to the facts as developed. Id. The burden of proof

is on the appellant. YCC 16B.08.040. The appellant must demonstrate that a preponderance of

the evidence supports the conclusion that the appeal merits approval or approval with

modifications. In all other cases, the Hearing Examiner shall deny the application. YCC

16B.08.040(l). Each final decision of the Hearing Examiner shall also set forth the manner in

which the decision would carry out and conform to the County’s comprehensive plan(s) and

development regulations. YCC 16B.08.040. (2).

D. Do the Ashbys have a vested right to a quasi-judicial determination of adjustment of road

standards in accordance with YCC 14.52.080(2)?

I. Chapter 14.52 was repealed as a result of the enactment of Title 19 YCC in 2015.

YCC 19.01.040(1). The Ashbys seek to change the lot sizes and amend the access road design

that was previously approved in the review of a preliminary short plat. Short subdivisions are

subject to the subdivision vested rights statute, RCW 58.17.033, which provides

A proposed division of land, as defined in RCW 58.17.020, shall be considered
under the subdivision or short subdivision ordinance, and zoning or other land use
control ordinances, in effect on the land at the time a fully completed application
for preliminary plat approval of the subdivision, or short plat approval of the short
subdivision, has been submitted to the appropriate county, city, or town official.
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Short subdivision review and approval procedures were set out in Chapter 14.12 YCC until the

Section 19 repealer language was adopted. At the time the Ashbys submitted their application,

YCC 14.52.080(2) was also in effect.

2. The County has made no argument that the adjustment provisions in YCC

14.52.080(2) are not among the subdivision ordinances under which the Ashbys’ application is to

be considered under RCW 58.17.033. In their appeal narrative, the Ashbys did not make any

specific reference to the applicable authority under which they might be allowed relief from the

road standards. Neither the Ashbys nor County staff dispute that YCC 14.52.080(2) rather than

any otherwise applicable provision of Title 19 YCC applies to the request for modification of the

road standards. Consequently, further analysis of the appeal relies upon YCC 14.52.080(2) as the

applicable ordinance authority for considering the Ashbys’ requested adjustment, and both

generally framed their statements at hearing accordingly.

E. Would relief from the 30-foot road width standard be consistent with the public interest

as required by YCC 14.52.080(2)?

1. The “public interest” to be considered in a road standard adjustment is not

specifically defmed or identified in the ordinance. General standards may be used to regulate land

use, but unlike making a decision based on an enacted specific standard, the burden of proof on

showing a general standard to be violated lies with the government authority, and must be

supported by findings supporting the conclusion that a violation occurs from a proposed

development scheme. Sunderland Family Treatment Services v. Pasco, 127 Wn.2d 782, 797, 903

P.2d 986 (1995). Findings must be supported by substantial evidence. YCC l6B.09.070.

2. County transportation engineer Kent McHenry raised concerns during the

application review process that the standard paved width for access to county road system is 30

feet. The Staff Report also indicates that an approach of lesser width would not be adequate to

serve the traffic generated cumulatively by the Oakwood Lane subdivisions. On this basis, it was

urged that Oakwood Lane should be paved to a 30 foot width to a point 10 feet to the west of the

power pole that has driven much of the discussion about options for dealing with the paved width

of Oakwood Lane. Beyond that distance, no specific concern was raised about a reduction in
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the paved width requirement to 24 feet, except that the 30-foot standard was itself a statement of

the public interest.

The Type 2 decision by the Subdivision Administrator is to be given substantial weight.

YCC 1 6B.09.070. Certainly, the adoption of standards provides for uniform and equitable

treatment of development proposals, and facilitate technical review of such proposals. However,

the very existence of an ordinance allowing for adjustments to the road standards indicates that

they do not dispose of any question as to what is in the public interest.

Even with deference to the Subdivision Official’s decision, a finding that the 30-foot

paved width for the approach to North Wenas Road is necessary in the public interest must be

supported by substantial evidence. “[Sjubstantial evidence is ‘a sufficient quantity of evidence to

persuade a fair-minded person of the truth or correctness of [the asserted propositionj.”

Benchmark Land Co. v. City of Battle Ground, 146 Wn.2d 685, 693, 49 P.3d 860 (2002). A

statement from County reviewers that allowing the current paved width to serve as subdivision

access would be “inadequate” does not constitute substantial evidence of a compromise of the

public interest. No other evidence has been included in the record of the scope or magnitude of

safety hazards presented by the current Oakwood Lane paved width. Conversely, the Ashbys

offered evidence (Hearing Exhibits 8 and 9) that there have been no collisions on Oakwood Lane

based on recent Sheriffs Department records. No evidence in the record indicates that the

addition of 3 lots-worth of trips would constitute a material decrease in traffic safety, such that

the current paving is “inadequate.”

3. Mr. Mdllenry noted at hearing that there has been a historical proliferation of

fixed objects adjacent to paved road surfaces within Yakima County, and that the County was

pursuing a policy of correcting the collision hazards presented by such fixed objects. Mr.

McHenry indicated a lesser policy imperative for private driveways, but that the increase in the

number of Oakwood Lane lots supports looking at it as a road rather than a driveway. On this

basis, the Subdivision Administrator included requirements for removal of paving within 10 feet

of the offending power pole and guy anchors in Condition 8.

The Transportation Element of Plan 2015(2007) provides at p. I-T-l

Maintaining and improving the safety of the Yakima County transportation system
by reducing or preventing accidents is a top priority. Widening roads, providing or
improving pedestrian facilities, providing street lights, correcting high accident
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locations, and providing road signs are some of the ways safety of the
transportation system can be enhanced.

However, no information has been offered in the record to suggest any authoritative policy

directive is in place concerning management of such fixed object hazards outside of County road

system right of way. As noted earlier, the power pole is not in the County right of way.

In addition, a requirement for removal of the paving by a private party from private

property as a condition of a land use approval is in the character of an exaction in mitigation of

the impacts of a project. In this regard. there must be a connection between an exaction as a

condition of project approval and the impacts of the project. Nollan v. Calfornia Coastal

Comm’n, 483 U.S. 825(1987). In the case of the paving, it already exists without any particular

evidence that it has caused a safety problem, notwithstanding any new county policy initiative to

remove fixed objects affecting the county road system. Removal of the pavement may make the

Oakwood Lane conceptually safer. However, that is a separate matter from the Ashby

subdivision actually causing a substantial, additional safety problem. Without evidence of

causation, there is no basis for determining whether the costs of changing the configuration of

Oakwood Lane are “roughly proportional” to the impacts. See Dolan v. City of Tigara 512 U.S.

374 (l994)( rough proportionality between an exaction and project impacts is required).

4. In summary, this record does not support a determination that leaving the current

24-foot wide paving in place and using it for access to all the current and proposed Oakwood

Lane subdivisions is contrary to the public interest.

E. Would a literal enforcement of the access road standards work a special hardship upon

the Ashbys “owing to special conditions,” such as is required for relief from the standards

by YCC 14.52.080(2)?

I. Even if a proposal does not compromise the public interest, the ordinance

contemplates that the standards must still be complied with unless special conditions result in a

special hardship to the applicant if compelled to comply. The standards are based on the need to

regulate subdivisions in the public interest. YCC 14.04.040. Without such limitations on an

adjustment to standards, the objectives for developing land use controls would be undercut.

Land use controls would become land use guidance if the only controlling factor was whether the
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County could show that, case by case, land use proposals were not in the public interest. The

burden of proof of the existence of special conditions and a resulting special hardship lies with

the Ashbys.

2. The Ashbys argue that the specific history of subdivision and access road

development related to Oakwood Lane presents a hardship to them because they would incur

substantial development costs if they either have to move the power pole, grade new roadway

into the 30-foot northern easement, or both, in order to meet the 30-foot paved width standard. In

addition, they note that the property to the south of the 20-foot southern easement has been

planted in trees and the landowner has refused to grant an easement across the northern portion of

the property as would be necessary to develop a 30-foot width of paved road south of the power

pole.

Nothing in the record provides insight into what the meaning of either “special

conditions” or “special hardship” is. The meaning of ordinance provisions1is determined within

the context of ordinance as a whole. Reference to a statute’s context to determine its plain

meaning also includes examining closely related statutes, because legislators enact legislation in

light of existing statutes.2 The ultimate goal is to discern legislative intent. None of the parties

have offered any argument concerning the legislative objective behind separate ordinance

provisions for relief from road standards and for variances. Variances are not required for relief

from road standards, but YCC 14.52.080(2) nevertheless uses language that is similar to the

variance ordinance, which requires “special circumstances applicable to subject property,

including size, shape, topography, location or surroundings,” and a finding that strict application

of the zoning ordinance would deprive the subject property of rights and privileges enjoyed by

other properties in the vicinity. The clear emphasis of the reference to “special circumstances”

from this context is that they relate to the property rather than the property owner.

Development costs relate to the competitiveness or profitability of development rather

than to special circumstances on the property. Business competitiveness is “personal” to the

user, rather than arising from the physical attributes of the land. St. Clair v. Skagit County, 43

Sleasman v. City ofLacey, 159 Wn.2d 639, 643, 151 P.3d 990 (2007) (“We interpret local
ordinances the same as statutes.”)
2 Depi ofEcology v. Campbell& Gwinn, LL.C., 146 Wn.2d 1, 11,43 P.3d 4 (2002)
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Wn.App. 122, 715 P.2d 165 (Div. 11986). Therefore, some circumstances or hardship other than

the costs of compliance are necessary for relief from the road standard.

Impossibility of compliance may reasonably be viewed as a special hardship. See Isla

Verde Intern. Holdings, Inc. v. City of Camas, 146 Wn.2d 740, 765, 49 P.3d 867 (2002) (a

showing that imposing a condition that is impossible to perform or illegally delegates a veto

power to the neighbors would be a basis for relief from the condition). The reported refusal of

the Ashbys’ neighbor to grant an additional easement to allow expansion of the existing

easement to the south and the planting of the trees represent special conditions concerning the

property that limit options for the expansion of the existing road to a 30-foot paved width.

The power pole location does not appear to represent an impossibility. The Ashbys have

noted that they have explored the cost of relocation of the power pole, and report that the

estimated cost is $50,000. They indicate that incurring such costs would not be cost-effective

for the development of their short plat. This potential cost does not appear to be an exaction. It

would rather be a cost of compliance, and as noted, the general thread of regulations allowing

relief from standards is that relief is not based on cost. The pole is nevertheless a particular

condition on the property that drives the request for the adjustment. It is “special” to the extent

that it was installed on the property by a third party without any apparent authorizing action or

participation by the Ashbys and constrains the expansion of the road without additional easement

width to the south or without power company consent.

It is noted that the Subdivision Administrator included Condition 9 in the decision, which

approved the use of a 24-foot wide access road from 10 feet to the west of the power pole. The

Ashbys did not appeal this condition. Nothing in the appeal, staff report or hearing testimony

contains any analysis of the basis for the road width in Condition 9. None of the parties have

invoked Hearing Examiner jurisdiction to issue fmdings and conclusion regarding Condition 9.

The Ashbys have used the road in both graveled and paved conditions since 1992. They believe

that it is unfair to require them to bear the road development costs arising either from the power

pole location or from improvements to the northern 30-foot easement since, had the other

developers improved the easement as required by those subdivision approvals, no additional road

development would have been necessary. However, the propriety either of earlier land use

decisions or the adequacy of performance of third parties of legal obligations under other

agreements is not properly within the jurisdiction of the Hearing Examiner in this case. In any
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case, the earlier subdivision approvals were based on the conditions present at that time. Also,

relief from a standard to allow a non-conforming condition cannot be based on the fact that there

are other now-nonconforming conditions in the vicinity. St. Clair v. Skagit County, Id.

On the other hand, given the apparent impossibility of expanding the existing road to the

south, the Ashbys are faced with foregoing the use of the road that they have used an improved

since 1992 in order to put their land to the highest and best use. Their particular circumstances

also raise a special fairness consideration. Given both the lack of evidence of impact to the

public interest from the use of the existing road to serve the additional three lots and the

Subdivision Administrator’s unchallenged approval of Condition 9 provisions for a 24-foot wide

road, the potential cost of compliance with Condition 8 appears to far outweighs the public

benefit from a road paved to 30 feet in width. It is noted again that AASHTO standards

allowing a 20 to 28 foot road width for the intensity of development anticipated here. This

imbalance weighs directly on the Ashbys use of their land. There is no clear mandate to interpret

YCC 14.52.080(2) to require that outcome.

Any part of the foregoing analysis more properly characterized as a finding is deemed to be such.

Any of the foregoing fmdings and analysis more properly characterized as conclusions are

deemed to be such.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

1. The Hearing Examiner has jurisdiction to hear this appeal.

2. Based on the foregoing analysis, the Subdivision Administrator’s decision in

Condition 8 to require (1) the creation of a new 10-foot clear zone around the power pole, and (2)

a thirty-foot road width for the approach to North Wenas Road was not based on substantial

evidence. Because of the public safety implications of the County staff position, however, the

proper remedy from the appeal is to remand the matter back to the Subdivision Administrator for

the development of additional evidence or to come to a mutual resolution of the safety issues

with the Ashbys.

3. Also based on the foregoing analysis, a requirement for the Ashbys to acquire

addition easement width to the south of Oakwood Lane presents a hardship due to its

impossibility based on the record.
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3. Also based on the foregoing analysis, the Ashbys’ appeal of the requirements in

Condition 8 for the acquisition of additional easement width to the south of Oakwood Lane

should be granted inasmuch as the satisfaction of that requirement is not possible.

4. This appeal requires construction of ordinance language that has been repealed.

The circumstances of this case present special equities that affect the application of YCC

14.52.080(2). So long as the actual safety considerations presented by the proposed use are

adequately addressed to assure the public interest is protected, the Ashbys have adequately met

their burden to show that special conditions and hardships related to the imposition of the 30-foot

paved road standard on Oakwood Lane allow for use of a 24-foot road aligned with their historic

access road.

V. DECISION

The appeal by Alan and Brooke Ashby of Condition 8 of the Subdivision Administrator’s

approval decision on the Ashbys’ short subdivision application, SUB 15-058, is granted in part in

part and remanded as follows:

1. The Ashbys’ appeal of requirements for creation of a clear zone around the power

pole and for a thirty-foot paved surface between North Wenas Road and ten feet to the west of

the power pole is partly granted and remanded to the Subdivision Director for action consistent

with this decision as described in JV.2, above.

2. The Ashbys’ appeal of a requirement to obtain additional easement width to the

south of Oakwood Lane is granted.

3. The Ashbys’ appeal of the any refusal to allow use of a 24-wide access road is

deferred pending resolution of safety issues. This decision is therefore interim in effect until the

completion of the Subdivision Administrator’s action on remand. Remand actions are to be

completed within 30 days of the date of this decision unless earlier action is required by

applicable law. Both the County and the Ashbys are requested to report the status of the remand

process on or before the end of the remand period.

4. This appeal proceeding may be reopened by motion of any party of record

following the remand period or earlier completion of actions on remand in order to facilitate

finalization.
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DATED THIS 27th DAY OF MAY, 2016.
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FILE NO: APL16-OO1
HEARING EXAMINER DECISION

AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING

STATE OF WASHINGTON)

) ss.
COUNTY OF YAKIMA )

I, Karri A. Espinoza, being first duly sworn, and as an employee of the Yakima County Public
Services, Planning Division, I dispatched through the United States Mails, HEARING
EXAMINER DECISION, a true and correct copy of which is enclosed here-with; that said
notice, was addressed to property owner and agencies, that said parties are individually listed on
the Mailing List retained by the Planning Division and that said notices were mailed by me on
the 1st day of June, 2016.

That I mailed said notices in the maimer herein set forth and that all of the statements are made
herein are just and true. Dated this 1st day of June, 2016.

Office Coordinator


